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At first, the story was very creepy, and I liked it. But in half of the game, the story went sci-fi and all it's mystery
u2665u2665u2665u2665ed up. But the game's still good, so im gonna recommend it for you.. A 3 hour storyline at most , but a
decent one. It's not easy to make 2Ds that are interesting, but this title offers some hours of action and mystery, which I found
quite enjoyable.. A 3 hour storyline at most , but a decent one. It's not easy to make 2Ds that are interesting, but this title offers
some hours of action and mystery, which I found quite enjoyable.. It's just not very good. It starts out promising enough, but it
very quickly devolves into clicking on everything to find the few inventory items that you need to find to progress. Like at one
point, there is a keycard hidden under a toilet seat. The only way to even know it's there is just to click on it. Nothing else in the
bathroom is worth anything but I guess I better click on it all to make sure. The story is pretty bad too, with a ton of things that
just seem to happen for no reason and are completely unconnected to the plot. The forced gore and swearing just come across as
a teenager trying to be edgy and adult and instead makes it feel laughable. The constant spelling and grammatically errors
definitely didn't help anytihng. I wanted to like this but man, by the end, I just wanted to be done with it. The basic premise is
good, that being the whole being chased by childhood monsters in the closet thing, but it just didn't work in the end. It just got
so silly.. At first, the story was very creepy, and I liked it. But in half of the game, the story went sci-fi and all it's mystery
u2665u2665u2665u2665ed up. But the game's still good, so im gonna recommend it for you.. Playing "Just Ignore Them" you
get the irrepressible sense that the developer had a lot of fun with this game. That makes one person. Don't get me wrong, there
is a certain charm to the title's earnest nature and sheer ambition. However, that charm comes largely from seeing how far the
game falls short of its obvious goals. As such, "Just Ignore Them" is best described as what it *wants* to be. This game is
*technically* an epic tale that spans over a decade in the life of Mark, a childhood trauma victim, who travels across America,
seeking to escape the figurative as well as literal ghosts of his past. Along the way he meets an enigmatic British woman named,
Brea. Brea is meant to be the romantic interest in this narrative. She will be given increasingly more dialogue, and eventually an
entire chapter of the game, all in the hope that the player will become emotionally invested in her by way of osmosis. With such
compelling characters, the player finally learns the dark truth of Mark's past in one of the single most convoluted series of
reveals ever programmed. If that sounds amusing, you would be right. It is. However, the same caliber of story telling can be
found in pretty much any given Resident Evil title. But in all fairness, "Just Ignore Them" can still compete against CAPCOM in
terms of its sheer amount of spelling errors. You really cannot help but compare "Just Ignore Them" to other games, mainly
because it cannot help but constantly reference Resident Evil, Parasite Eve, and a host of better survival horror games which
inspired its creation. And, that is this game's downfall. It isn't just inspired by games it cannot replicate, it keeps paying lip
service to them. Even if I try to appreciate "Just Ignore Them" for what it is, what it is remains a constant tribute to other games.
It cannot even manage to just be what it is. I cannot recommend this game, but I also cannot bring myself to hate it. I had fun
exploring its branching story that always lead to pretty much the same outcome. There was enough humor to be found in its
ironic as well as unironic dialogue to keep me smirking for most of the ride. But if you are looking for something scary,
engrossing, or even engaging, this is not it. A lackluster, but painfully sincere title. Pass.. this game sucks, i hate it. This story
follows young Mark who mother gets killed by faced monsters, to older Mark who is trying to escape the same monsters. This is
a short point and click adventure that is entertaining with an interesting storyline. Mark has to find a way to get rid of the
monsters, and must escape them before they get him. While it is an interesting game, it is quite short. I'd pick it up on sale and
enjoy the storyline. The puzzles aren't too difficult, and it is story rich. Definetly worth a play if you have some time to kill.. this
game sucks, i hate it
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